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succeeded by c chronic stagnation with slight fluctuations \
the £ alternation of relatively short boom and relatively
long depression \ foretold by Engels more than fifty years
ago. Even in the United States, where crises are more
oscillatory owing to the possibilities of the home market,
the existence of an irreducible mass of several million unem-
ployed points to a new kind of depression. Fascism is bred
in these depressions and forms part of the reaction to them.
In countries without the large home market of the U.S.A.,
the British Empire, the U.S.S.R.j depressions are more or
less incurable. Economic discomfort fuses readily with
nationalist aspirations and talk of 4a place in the sun'.
This results on the one hand in isolation and the aggravation
of the more artificial and parasitical aspects of the economic
system, on the other in the illusion that the c encirclement *
can be broken by seeking some violent solution beyond the
frontiers. The capitalist system, having to a great extent
lost its resiliency, oscillates no longer between depression
and boom, but between autarchy and war.1
In every country the end of the war and the beginning
of the depression saw fairly considerable alterations in social
status. The creation of a mass ofnouveaux riches, and distinct
changes in the traditional forms of capitalism resulted in the
emergence of a new bourgeoisie. Practically all producers had
become so used to exceptional war-time profits that they
had lost sight of the notion of the rigidity of cost price, while
the stimulus of competition had been entirely removed.
Such considerations were always resurrected when workers*
1 In this sense, therefore, it is true that fascism is the fruit of capitalism in
decline and the expression of a retrograde economic system. It is also true,
though inadequate, to say : * to conquer fascism we must conquer the depres-
sion *, and 6 fascism must be fought in the world of economics *. Economic
revival undoubtedly checks fascism, but by itself it cannot eliminate the danger
altogether. In March 1937 the socialist minister Spaaks speaking of the
Rexist movement, said : * I used to think the eventual success of our steady
campaign against the depression would be enough to stamp out this lawless,
bold and dangerous propaganda, I frankly admit that I was wrong, and I
realize to-day that a movement like Rex cannot be fought by a mere improve-
ment of economic conditions. Although the work of improvement must go on,
we have got to carry the struggle on to political and even sentimental ground.*
In addition^ national boundaries to-day render the struggle against^ the
depression hopeless. And a decisive victory against fascism can only be gained
on the political plane by the reconstruction of Europe, after the deadly magic
circle of autarchies has been broken and the way found once more to
collaboration and unity.

